
B I O G R A P H Y 

“She would not be my toy…I’d be her human being” (from “Olympia”) 
ONES & ZEROS: the building blocks of A.I. mixed with physical desire… 

“Why deny? The more we fight it, the more we lose control” (from “Logical Conclusion”) 
ONES & ZEROS: the self-fulfilling prophecy 

“Are you a sheep? Are you a hero? Stuck in a binary code” (from “Ones & Zeros”) 
ONES & ZEROS simplified: on or off…yes or no 

These are the things on the mind of 3RDegree that make up its sixth album ONES & ZEROS: vol. 0 and the bookend to 
2015’s ONES & ZEROS: vol. 1-their first concept album(s)-now complete. All songs offer a unique take on the issues and 
ethics associated with the rapid progress of technology. Ray Kurzweil & others have been discussing futurism and transhu-
manism since the 1970s but only now are we seeing it impact our daily lives. Spearheaded by 1990’s-era members California 
guitarist Patrick Kliesch & New Jersey lead vocalist/keyboardist George Dobbs, the rest of the band shortly pitched in differ-
ent songs-all closely associated with the overall theme. As with previous albums, both fully-fledged and skeletal ideas were cre-
ated and passed between band members via the Internet and worked on in the flesh soon after. 

3RDegree circa 2019 continues to embody the musical direction envisioned by “power trio” Robert James Pashman,  Patrick 
Kliesch & Robert Durham in 1991: to create interesting and engaging music that mixes accessible melodies and catchy hooks 
with the intelligence and complexity of Progressive Rock. Releasing a debut album (on cassette!) with THE WORLD IN WHICH 
WE LIVE in 1993 (w/Pashman on lead vocals), 3RDegree decided to step up their game in 1995, adding a world-class lead 
vocalist in George Dobbs and releasing their second album, 1996’s HUMAN INTEREST STORY, which was re-released in 
2013, remastered. After playing many live shows in the New York City area gaining little traction, the band hung it up, leaving 
much material sitting on the proverbial cutting room floor.  

Dobbs would continue musical endeavors including solo albums, Pashman and Kliesch would work on projects together and a 
solo album each apart…but talk of 3RDegree was couched in the past tense until Pashman would make a video collection in 
2005, putting together all the band’s music videos and performances onto DVD and basement tapes onto CDs.  Discussion of 
the songs left behind bubbled under throughout that year until the original trio met at a NYC bar where it was agreed upon 
that the band would record again in ’06-with Dobbs soon located-and later, play reunion concerts at NJ Proghouse in 2007 
with long time collaborator, guitarist Eric Pseja. 2008 saw the release of NARROW-CASTER (which included the aforemen-
tioned songs along with brand new ones) making a big splash in small progressive rock ponds worldwide with the Dutch Pro-
gressive Rock Page (DPRP.net) reveling: “It’s not often an album as refreshing as this comes along, and we should treasure it 
when it does...an album that demands repeated spins, and rewards every listen with some new revelation”. In 2009, new 
drummer Aaron Nobel joined and the band played shows in Brooklyn (w/Phideaux) & North Carolina’s ProgDay (w/Ozric Ten-
tacles) later finding themselves working on some tracks with two different themes but with election year coming in 2012, the 
band decided that their political crop of songs would be particularly timely. 

THE LONG DIVISION would be released ahead of election day followed by many 2013 mid-year shows culminating in a return 
visit to ProgDay ’13’s pre-show-all with new lead guitarist Bryan Zeigler. The album’s single “You’re Fooling Yourselves” made 
the Top 10 Songs Of The Year at DPRP’s yearly poll alongside many, much more “established” bands. In early 2014, the band 
made an appearance at Québec City’s Terra Incognita Festival (w/Glass Hammer) playing to an enthusiastic audience-3RDe-
gree’s first show outside the USA. 

In August 2015, 3RDegree released a new album-ONES & ZEROS: vol. 1-on 10T Records (their last release) and performed 
live on their first world tour that not only hit the American northeast, but also France (Paris), Germany (Frankfurt), The Nether-
lands (Rotterdam), England (London, Leicester, Southampton) & Wales ending at The Summer’s End Festival (w/Pallas). 
Shows continued into 2016 (with original drummer Robert Durham back in tow) including an appearance at RoSfest in Get-
tysburg, PA (w/Spock’s Beard). The band would finish ONES & ZEROS: vol. 0 in April 2018 after teasing much of it at October 
2017’s ProgStock Festival in New Jersey with video projection and stagecraft worthy of the concept.  



FACT SHEET 

Progressive Rock Festivals we’ve played: NJ Proghouse Fall Hootenanny 
2019, ProgStock (New Jersey) 2017, RoSfest (Pennsylvania) 2016, Sum-
mer’s End Festival (UK) 2015, Terra Incognita Festival (Québec, Canada) 
2014, Marprog (Connecticut) 2010, ProgDay (North Carolina) 2009 (main 
stage) & 2013 (preshow), 

Guitarist Patrick Kliesch’s brother Kevin Kliesch won an Emmy in 2015 for 
his scoring of the Disney television series Sophia The First  

The Ones & Zeros: vol. 1 & vol. 0 albums were #3 on ProgArchives.com’s 
Best Albums of 2015 & 2018 respectively 

Echolyn’s Brett Kull mixed 2012’s THE LONG DIVISION’s single “You’re 
Fooling Yourselves” 

In the 90’s, band founder Robert James Pashman arranged “prog themed” 
live music evenings in New Jersey and New York City in hopes of creating a 
progressive rock scene with like-minded bands such as You Were Spiraling 
(later Spiraling featuring Tom Brislin keyboardist for Kansas), Braindance & 
Love & Death (later E-motive who opened for ex-Marillion singer Fish in ’97). 

Band guitarist Patrick Kliesch lives in Los Angeles, while the rest of the 
band hold down the fort in Bergen County in northeastern NJ. 

All albums have been mixed at Panetta Studios in Elmwood Park, NJ owned 
by Angelo Panetta and where Robert and Patrick had both worked while at-
tending college. 

Most songs from the studio album NARROW-CASTER had a decade-long 
gestation period.  Ideas the band had worked on before breaking up in 1997 
were found on cassettes and made into new demos in early 2006. Three 
songs were completely new and one song was written by Dobbs in the inac-
tive years.   

George Dobbs was added as vocalist in 1995 
when HUMAN INTEREST STORY (1996) was 
almost finished. His vocals 
replaced Robert James 
Pashman’s on almost 
every song and he was 
given free reign to finagle 
with lyrics and melodies. 
This pushed Robert into 
the primary backing vocal-
ist role which he was glad 
to inhabit. 
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DISCOGRAPHY 

The World in Which We Live 1993 

Recorded from 1990 to 1992 and finally released in 1993 by Portland, Maine-based record label Reindeer 
Records, 3RDegree’s debut cassette featured songs from Robert James Pashman’s previous band Unreal and 
new songs written with the current members. This “power-trio” version of the band was full of crystalline synthesiz-
ers, post-Cold War wonder, shimmering guitars and busy drumming. The ethos of the band was set: song-based 
progressive rock. What that meant was that the musical meandering would not be overblown but the songs would 
have many parts with mood and time changes to keep things exciting. This straddling of the line was reminiscent of 
Asia, 80’s Yes and Rush where all those bands’ histories were heard in their musical prowess yet the songs were 
catchy and concise. 

Human Interest Story 1996/remaster 2013 

After recording a slew of songs from 1993 to mid-1995, 3RDegree decided to become a quartet by adding a real-
ly top notch lead vocalist in one George Dobbs. Although the band was featured on the Todd Rundgren tribute CD 
Still There’s More on Third Lock Records in ‘95, this vocalist switch put off any new release to April of 1996 when 
Human Interest Story would finally be let free. Dobbs re-recorded the vocals for almost every cut and the collection 
would show a heavier but no less intricate band with multi-faceted songs throughout the 70 minute-plus project. 
The band would gain depth on stage with the extra member allowing the band to rely less on technology to pull off 
the demanding songs on stage. Seven months after its release, the band would break up with another CDs worth 
of material ready for recording but not until nine years later! In late 2013, the album was remastered, re-ordered, 
shortened just a bit and released on iTunes and all digital outlets for the first time by 10T Records. 
Narrow-Caster 2008 
The band had spent 2006 looking ahead, recording a mix of songs never finished from the band’s first tenure as 
well as a few fresh ones alongside them. Songs like “Apophenia”, “Cautionary Tale”, “Live With This Forever” and 
“Scenery” were among the bands’ best and illustrated an ensemble picking up where it left off without sounding 
“dated”. Press on both sides of the Atlantic was very positive and encouraging for the band as they used the album 
to make a name for themselves in the “Prog World”. 

Marillion Tribute 2010, Yes Tribute 2012, Live Albums 
After such great press for Narrow-Caster, the band landed a spot at the ProgDay festival in 

Chapel Hill, NC which was released as a DVD and Blu-ray as was their 2007 Reunion Con-
certs from NJ Proghouse and an acoustic house concert. Also, their version of Marillion’s “That Time Of The Night” 
was included on tribute CD Ritual For A Season’s End and Yes’ “Going For The One” on tribute CD Tales From The 
Edge, both released by Italian label Mellow Records. 

The Long Division 2012 
The most “advantageous” of album releases (see album cover), The Long Division-released 
the summer of an American presidential year-featured a half-album’s worth of musings on the 
U.S. political parties, traditions and the worn out shorthand politico speak. Building on the fan 
base created by its predecessor’s trailblazing through Prog Rock circles, TLD was yet another 
independent DIY release from the band and solidified them as a force to be reckoned with, 
attracting the attention of 10T Records who they signed with in early 2013 followed by a 
tour of the US northeast stopping at NJ Proghouse, Orion Sound Studios (Baltimore) and 
another performance at the ProgDay 2013 pre-show. “You’re Fooling Yourselves” (a Top 10 

song of 2012 at DPRP.net) captured the album’s main point by a very illustrative music video shot in NYC’s Time 
Square and Washington D.C. An appearance at Québec City’s Terra Incognita Festival would be the icing on the cake 
in May of 2014. 

Ones & Zeros: vol. 1 2015/Ones & Zeros: vol. 0 2018 
In the years the band was working on TLD, they found themselves with the dilemma of having 
to push off some great songs to a later album because of the way they were shaping up like 
an entirely new concept album. In the summer of 2015 these songs and their counterparts 
were in such abundance that the band decided to split up the songs into two, independently 
released “volumes” of songs with vol. 1 coming out ahead of a fall European tour in support 
of this, their most heralded album. After a short winter break the band planned on more 
spring dates including an appearance at North America’s largest attended Prog festival: RoSfest 
in May of ’16. Work on the second volume of songs commenced in the spring and was completed in early 

2018. 
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“Ones & Zeros: Vol. 0 wonderfully draws and builds on what was established in its predeces-
sor while at the same time remaining an independent undertaking that can stand on its own. 
All of the elements that made the sequel so intriguing reappear in a new context and ulti-
mately make Vol. 0 a thrilling ride.” Friedrich Kunzmann 

”…as we “Click Away!”, so it becomes clear that the whole album has been building towards 
this fifteen minute amalgam of everything that makes this band the joyously mighty force 
they have become. Guitars thrash and soothe, bass boldly booms and drums pitter patter 

and clatter and pop. With the vocals weaving their magic in layered ladles of backing voice and leading from the 
front, it’s quite an undertaking and one that takes a while to unravel, but if ever the effort was worth it, it’s right 
here.” Steven Reid 4.5/5 stars 

“A fantastic collection of writing, Volume Zero is a new watermark for an underrated band 
that continues to prove its relevance in the modern progressive rock community, and im-
pressively defies the geographical limitations of its members.” Justin Carlton 9/10 

“This is not just another futuristic, sci-fi derivative, or empty piece of generic “concept” bandwago-
ning. 3RDegree has constructed a compelling symphony of energetic songs with truly meaningful 
lyrics that take the listener on a journey…++, “must-buy” rating…It’s being added to my “best of” 

for 2015…I really love this album” 10 out of 10 Jay Watson Reviewer… 
Ten Favorite Albums of 2015 “Criminally-underrated band, 3RDegree. Incredible melodies, fascinating lyrics and 
very proggy compositions on their latest Ones & Zeros. Brad Birzer Founding Father & Editor-at-large 

“This is one of the most frighteningly dark guerrilla concept albums that I've had the pleasure of 
listening to…Seriously, this album easily deserves all five stars…At no point do I get tired of listen-
ing to this album. Every time you think that they're going to get complacent the time signature shifts and 
the band is off in a different direction. Once you start to get used to the new direction, the five part A Capella hits you 
out of nowhere. I said it before, this band puts so much into every song, there really is no wasted space on the entire 
CD. This is on my short list for albums of the year and comes highly recommended.”  Tom Wright "Roland 113" 

“3RDegree have a host of strong releases to their credit, but there's something 
about this latest that just instantly strikes a chord with the listener.” Pete Pardo 

“These guys know how to take progressive rock and get a little more out 
of it to deliver something familiar and yet, at the same time, 

intriguingly different. 2015 continues to deliver some very high quality releases and 3RDegree have 
muscled their way well up that list.” Martin Hutchinson 

“In fact I think that this has got some of the smartest lyrics you’ll ever hear but what will en-
sure it vies for attention come the year-end cavalcade of ‘Album of the Year’ lists is the com-
bination with the music that ties it all together…The best bands don’t sound like anyone else 

but respectfully pay homage here and there. So it is with 3RDegree.” Brian Watson 
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“Damn, Damn good. Period!” Thirionet 

 

“The band is musically very sound, with hints of metal, strong melodies, com-
plex but solidly-structured song composition and, yes – hooks!…Over all, Ones 
& Zeros: Vol. 1 is a winner, and an album that no prog fan should overlook. 
The song transitions are smooth and make musical sense, the lyrics are 
sound, the musicianship is first-rate and the vocals are exceptional.” Bert Saraco 

3RDEGREE here offers a rock songbook that touches the listener immediately, thanks 
to a clever architecture made by a handful of the most gifted musicians. 
Recommended! 4.5/5 Richard Hawey Profil la radio progressive à Québec 

DPRP’s (Dutch Progressive Rock Page) “Something For The Weekend” writers 
André de Boer & Raffaella Berry’s Top 10 Albums of 2015 

  
’s Dewey Gurall: “In a year already rich with fantastic albums, this could well be #1”  
                           Top 10 Albums of the Year 

ProgArchives.com’s #3 Album of 2015 (bested only by Steven Wilson & Anekdoten) 
As voted by progressive rock fans worldwide on a 1-5 scale (as of Dec 31, 2015) 

NewEars.org’s Top 10 Albums of 2015   Voted #9 Album of 2015 

                                                         

#16 Album of 2015 (out of over 1000 progressive rock albums released) 

“Overall, we have an album that consists of thoughtfully constructed songs, with intelligent lyrics, plenty of 
melodic hooks, and accomplished musicianship with enough Prog elements to satisfy the die-hards, and 
there's not a weak track to be found. When I approached this album I was worried that the bar had been 
set too high with Narrow-Caster, and the band couldn't possibly hope to surpass it. I'm happy to say I was 
totally, utterly wrong.” 9.5 out of 10 Ron Faulkner - DPRP.net 

“...with this record, 3RDegree have cemented their position at the cutting edge of American symphonic progressive 
rock music...Tremendous stuff. I'll never tire of this record.” 9 out of 10 
Brian Watson - DPRP.net 

"Smart US Proggers on the state of their nation...in other hands this could've been dreary or con-
trived, but 3RDegree bring an incredibly versatile approach to their music...Plenty to keep you oc-
cupied here.” David Keevill, Prog Magazine 
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Patrick Kliesch

Rob Durham

Robert James 
Pashman

Bryan Zeigler

George Dobbs

Eric Pseja

www.facebook.com/3RDegree 

www.twitter.com/3RDegreeONLINE 

www.instagram.com/3RDegreeONLINE 

www.youtube.com/3RDegree 

www.3RDegree.Bandcamp.com 

www.reverbnation.com/3RDegree 

www.soundcloud.com/3RDegreeONLINE 

www.unsigned.com/3RDegree 
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